LISTENING POST

The maroon and white spirit Post at the All-College party yesterday. May I take this opportunity to thank the community who worked to make the dance a success, and who all helped generously. We hope that we will be able to have more of these events in the year to come.

Don't forget that tonight your friends are offering us an evening of fun and entertainment. This is another occasion when we hope you will join us.

Another thing - we have some grass on the campus which is taking a beating. It gets worn every day by a hundred or 15 stamps across it - hungry feet and a hungry heart; but grass looks best when it's green, so use the walk when it's green, so use the walk.

CoTAC

Chapel Box

Monday- War Chest Film — Dr. Schneider in charge.
Wednesday- Dr. Logan from Mason Methodist Church — Mary Ann Pratt presiding.
Friday- Dr. Ivan Lovell, a colleague of Dr. Thompson- Dr. Thompson presiding.

Labar Leader Gosses Talk

Bail Chappin, associated with labor councils on the west coast, spoke to students in Monday chapel on the effects of labor on the United States. His most emphasized belief was that the people of this nation are not truly felt if the government took over all forms of business and in such a way disturbed the spirit of the people.

Wednesday, Dr. Maas, from the First Methodist church of Seattle, gave several short topics relating to national and personal affairs under the heading of "What Goes On in the Life of a City Pastor." From his first intended speech, "Motives for Morale," he stated that we have to something to do for that isn't material.

Friday chapel was switched to Thursday for the convenience of Don Blandin, a noted poet. During second and third periods he was available in the reception room for personal chats.

Plaque Awards For Best Song

Class competition has always been an integral part of the All-College party and this year is no exception. The Spirit Post which is now being waged between the classes is in full swing.

Hersos will go to the person writing the winning song as well as the best written song. A first prize of $50 and a polished, wooden plaque will be awarded to the winners and possibly the life of the song.

A "CPS" banner will be given to the class of whoever wins. A "CPS" banner will be given to the class of whoever wins.

War Drive to Start Monday

Starting the city-wide War Fund Drive here at CPS with a pictorial beginning, a movie will be shown next Monday during chapel, presenting the work done by the various groups.

Inaugurated last year, the War Fund drive is a combination of the Student Service Fund, Community Chest, Red Cross, Peace Corps, and all other war agencies. Contributions will be solicited by the members of each class and any person giving money to the War Fund may designate the organization his donation will benefit.

Central Board is backing the drive to the full and has placed the Class Council in charge. Jack Gallagher, representing the War Drive committee will be the chairman.

PS'64 Return From V-12 Course

This is the spirit of CPS talking. Speaking to welcome you back to the college, I am only for two weeks; even if it was only two days, we'd be glad you're back.

Your leaving last year left a big empty place in our school life. Now you've finished your first weeks of training and have come back to visit awhile. Too soon you'll be gone. Gone back to your job of winning this war.

All of us that were here will be "happy as kings" if you were back to stay. But we'll be much happier when you do come back, so get this job up right. None of us like a shirk. We're not afraid of you. And we know only too well that it's up to us to do our part here so you can do your part over there.

Store Displays Cards

Women's Federation will have information boards of Christmas cards on display next Monday and Tuesday evenings in the book store. The receipts are for the benefit of W.A.A., Spira, R.C.A. and Othah.

Freshmen One-Acts Are Super Productions

Enthusiastic Class at '47 Will Shine and Sparkle in Five Grand One-Acts Near 50 Frosh Participating

As part of the third annual evening of freshmen one-acts, the Freshmen Playwrights will present "Tea Pot On the Rocks" by John Kirkpatrick at 8:15 p.m. tonight in Jones Hall auditorium.

This lively comedy stars Joyce Fern as Mary Lovelace; a young girl who tries not to let an unimportant thing like marriage interfere with her career of managing a tea room. Supporting cast members include Anne-Marie Vaughn as Daisy Anderson; Robert Winkskill as Roy Williams; Harriet Templeman as Mrs. Carstairs; Lawrence Hewett as Willie; and Ted Knudson as Alec.

Directing this production are Patricia Hansen and John Forbes. Production manager, assisted by Ellen Alexander, Elizabeth Anderberg and Martha Lewis are in charge of properties, and Donna Mae Klats is prompter.

"This Man in the Bowler Hat," by A. A. Milne is an amusing affair of what happens in the humdrum life of John, Merle Lags, and Mary, Rhoda Hains. It's high comedy while it lasts. At least for the audience.

Virginia Kyle is the heroine, Robert Cal in the hat, Wayne Gar- d in the villain, with Robert Winkskill as "The Man in the Bowler Hat" and Ole Bogdans as the bad man, make up the cast. Dixie Hul- land and Sue Henricel, assisted by Janice Morton are directing this play. Police Packard will be prompter and Keta Kahn, Norma Jean Rice and Louise Kruper, prop- erty managers.

Polly Thompson, David Rees and Lawrence Hewett paint the parts of the skirt, the Gob, and the Gob respectively in the production "Spring." Costume directors for the are Doris Nelson and Felicia Dahl. Setting Milet is the holder of the book, while Polly Packard and Betty Joan Swanson are working on properties.

"Overtones" a drama by Alice Geringberg is a dialogue of the afternoon school of Mary, Mary Ann Stoner, and Harriet, Mary Safe Eichinger. Other members of the cast include, Thelma Hardy as Magpie; and Marilyn Davis as Mar- garet. Mary Jane Hugdinger is to be prompter and Lois Lynch is working with Wilma McDonald on the properties.

"I have at you to your Firelight chair and to your game that's al- ways—solitude" is the theme of "The Lady of the Portait," by Constantia D'Arreay Mackay during May 31st as "The Lady." Supporting cast is composed of Wil- (Continued on Page 5, Oc.)
Who Am I to Speak Thus?

I am just one of the not too numerous spears of grass between Jones hall and the SUB. But even I don't like to be a downtrodden spear of grass. I don't like to be ground into the grindstone. Much as I love the campus, I am far from being a happy, contented grass. This is not to say that I am blaming you, the fellows. This is simply a complaint of mine. It is done by a nifty little shoe number attached to a well-turned ankle. I would enjoy the scenery more, and life would be sweeter for me, if the little heels and legs would let the walls and trails that expect to be tramped on and made to take it.

Now as the cold, dreary days of fall and winter come and I have so little chance to resist and repair the damage and no opportunity to grow over, won't you give me a better show?

And don't blame the big bad boys entirely for my troubles. Jane Coed, too, tramples in dresses and fleck over me and my fellow grasses in her hurry to be the first to the broad lines or the flesh pots of the SUB. Would she be seriously delayed if she took the other six steps and kept to the walk?

I'm only a spear of grass on the parking along Lawrence and in front of the SUB, but I help to keep a nice, pleasant, green front to our, your, campus, so that strangers will be pleased in passing by or will wish to come to stay.

Won't you give me a chance?

C. MILLER.

Freshmen Welcome With Smiles

When we freshmen first entered the portals of CPS the thing we noticed most was the friendliness of fellow freshmen and upperclassmen. We felt more than welcome because of the friendly gesture. This friendliness seemed to be beckoning and to say: "Come, enter into the spirit of things; be our friend, too!"

This friendliness, we have found, is not confined to just our years in college. Rather it reaches out and includes a wider area. The spirit and cordiality that is put forth comes back in future years multiplied a thousand fold. Thus, when one student greets another on the campus or in a class-room, it is not just a passing gesture, but a true sign of friendship. Though friendships were developed in our years in college. Rather it reaches out and includes a wider area. It is ever present at CPS. Each and every student should feel the responsibility of continuing this tradition of CPS.

Trail Seeks to Help CPS Students

It is the wish of the Trail to give to the students of CPS an enjoyable, yet informative, service. Are we fulfilling your expectations? What do you think of our columns, features and other policies? Do you think we should send copies of the paper to the fellows who have left CPS since September of 1942?

We ask you to support the Student Body. You will find it an impossibility for us to "cover" everything. And, though it is some staff members are on correspondence with the fellows in the service, we are not all up to date.

In the Trail office, now located in the south end of the Jones Student lounge, there is a red box. The red box is a top. And it is filled with suggestions, and the addresses of any of the fellows. This is A-E edition.

The Staff.

SELECTIVE SERVICE

We just know he'd go to the front when the need was greatest! You'll find no hard lads here, aren't the spiritual leaders of tomorrow. We're not, but we're the people who are the most important. We're the people who are the most important. We're the people who are the most important.

Dorm belles have been hitting the trails and traveling far and wide on their weekends—Pasco for Cay and "Teach" could certainly qualify for the job. But even I don't like to be the only one to suffer. Bets are high on the prospects for the coming Bag Rush. The best of luck in the coming Bag Rush.

By L Y N E  TA P P E R.

CAMPUS TRAILS
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Beautiful Ceremony Informally Pledge 15 Members Into Kappa Phi Sorority

Unveiling in the new Kappa Phi held informal pledge of approximately 35 new girls last Tuesday evening in Independent room of the Student Union building.

After a short business meeting, the members formed a semi-circle and the new girls seated in the room fished with candles. The new members of the society, Misses Bean, the president, and M. T. Alexander, secretary, read the pledge and the members then moved to the front of the room. The members of the society then sang "The Star Spangled Banner," and the pledge was then taken.

Misses were pledged to the society were twenty, the second group to be organized on the old College of Puget Sound campus.

Furnished October 5, 1921, under the stimulus and guidance of Martha Scott, a transfer student from Caldorlaxia, Mrs. Charles Robins and Mrs. Beulah of four other girls representing each class, Delta Alpha Gamma wadded a memorable spot in the union and fellowship of CHAMPA, whose ideals and government, which is CHP, the first Gammas organized and then introduced themselves to the group, in a chapel program.

The home of the Gammas was in the room in the girls' dorm. When the school moved its site and personnel to the present location, the sorority was also present. Ruth Mcmanus, president of the senior class and president of the society, assisted by Marguerite Smith, Ellen Funk, president of the junior class and president of the society, and the freshmen class and president of the society, presented. The purpose of the new sorority is to be in charge of the new campus in the last years; the sorority must be the near future.

W e invite the members of the sorority to attend the formal pledge ceremony this Saturday and Sunday and get into the life of the college for the coming year. It will be the climax of the formal pledge ceremony and a lovely event for the Greek literature pledge pin.

The security room was decorated with a black and white carnations, and the ceremony refreshments were served. The officers were attended by Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mooring assisted by Claudia Van Prooctor.

Rosamond Meistring's home was the setting for the Lambda Sigma Chi formal pledge ceremony at Wednesday evening. A full team was present with a delightful evening, following the ritual pany, and played poets and signed awards.

Girls receiving the Lambda torch were Ruth Ann Donaldson, Joey Ferguson, Sandra Bell, Ann W. Tinkler, Evelyn O. Brooks, Virginia Hiatt, and Jeanne McNeil.

New Freshman To Begin Rush Season

Because of a freshman play practice schedule for last Thursday, the newly organized fraternity postponed its first meeting until Wednesday evening. The affair is to be held at the Student union building at 9:00, followed by a short fraternity meeting according to Bob Hamilton, president.

The fraternity is to be held at the Little Chapel. The fraternity is in its near future. Janice was a member of Alpha Xi, a member of Alpha Phi, and a member of Alpha Chi, and a member of Mu Sigma Delta and Lambda. Phi was affiliated with Alpha Chi Phi.

Betty Jane Pyle and Thomas Hill Jr. were married in an early wedding in the Little Chapel. The ceremony is to be held at the Little Chapel. The ceremony is to be held at the Little Chapel.

Meeting in the Little Chapel.
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Lambda, Theta Sororities Hold Installation, Pledging Rites Wed.

Two sororities held their installation and formal pledge ceremonies Wednesday evening. The Greek letter affairs held the traditional manner of each of the groups of the Lambda Sigma Chi.

Betty Hill and Betty Hill, official pledges of Kappa Phi, were installed Wednesday evening for the candle light ceremony, and gave the formal pledge to the fraternity in the presence of new corresponding members of new members, received the Delta Alpha Gamma fraternity and presented. Those to whom the Theta received were_counted.

Claudia Van Prooctor, Cay Snyder, and Misses Bean.

The Theta, pledges, who went to the house with their big sisters, exchanged their formal pledge ribbons for the Greek lettered pledge pin.

Friday, October 22, 1943.

Pledge Days at the University of Washington

Saturday, Oct. 23—Kappa Phi Girls

Plays.

Thursday, Oct. 21—Kappa Phi Girls
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Girl Bowlers Set Own Pins

Run for the newborn shrimp gals and guys, here comes a bomber! Hold your fire! Those are a few facts still around you, you know it's only a boring fact from the Coliseum allies. It's really not too bad though 'cause these hearty coeds we and guys, here comes a bomb! Hold the future tournament toppers even college, where she majored in P.E.

Intra Muros

Among the co-eds we find that the smoooooth running of Bob

The final game of the tournament were the

The Men’s athletic equipment

Equipment Room Proves Popular Spot

The Men’s athletic equipment room in the gymnasium is now open with Coca-Cola in charge. The hours are from 1 to 5 p.m. on Monday and Friday, and from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Tuesday and Thursday.

All of the equipment is available to men for individual and small group recreation. Among special items are basketball, volleyball, soccer match, golf, tennis, badminton, handball, and field sports.

This equipment belongs to the men of the student body, and it is hoped that they will take care of it—up to the

Cross-Country Races

Dr. Seward and Mr. Gibbs will take a small group of students to the Coliseum on Thanksgiving Day, November 26.

Shivering Gals Await Sherlock

Five minutes to one Friday afternoon, all shuddery and hungry gals waited, waited, and then waited. Eighteen scenes that had just finished some games and after hurrying toward the gym to get dressed for the newspaper topics the afternoon had been sore for them, they found that some "Sherlock Holmes" had stormed the door to the dressing room, behind all their clothes up before the opening day.

From "Leggette Lassies;" First Speedball Tournament Held in Spokane

One of the most fascinating and most coveted honors of a CPA is the title of "Sherlock Speedball at CPS has on its all-
one team. For our first season we played four, four seasons, and just one each season. Those who received the awards were

Pullbacks—Allie Ann Cox, Lurdie Smith; Hair Pulls—Carmen Roland, Marjorie Eddleman,聡m Hildebrandt.

"Sharp Shooter" had slammed the games which start today and promise to be just heaps and heaps of fun. Of course there will be a few major cutoffs, such as break (on hockey sticks, but on the whole it will be a mighty strong, um," Sherlock Holmes."

Having already received a challenge from the U. of Washington, it is uncertain whether or not annual hockey games on the U. of W. Field, we are now preparing to show them just how the game should be played. Although we have weeks of saving, skiing, breaking, and just keeping warm, the campus of our friends to accept their challenge. Our only request is that they provide better weather for the day of the big game than they did last year. If you will recall, we played a rainy game in the rain on a lovely turf lake, which they called our hockey field. We remember, too, how "Big Nose" Peterson looked like a Mud Man, and K. R. Benson was weeded out all our usual moral we loved them.

On Friday at 5:30 p.m. in the field of our Morey, Addis, and Advisor Mrs. Mann.
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